USING MOBILE DEVICES TO CREATE DESIGN ASSETS!
HOW OFTEN DO YOU NEED DESIGN ASSETS?

PROBABLY ALL THE TIME
YOUR NEW CREATIVE TEAM

THE GEAR
BUT I'M JUST NOT CREATIVE!

Possibly you?
I DON'T KNOW EVERY APP
Filming and editing VIDEO
ADOBE VOICE

AN ALL-IN-ONE ANIMATED VIDEO POWERHOUSE THAT INCLUDES ICONS, PHOTOS, AND MUSIC

ONE OF MY ALL TIME FAVOURITE APPS EVER

FREE
LEGO MOVIE MAKER

STOP MOTION ANIMATION!

FREE

Android alternative: Clayframes
CLASSROOM
Scott is sitting to the left at the desk.
Bianca Woods is sitting to the right at the desk.

BIANCA WOODS (irritated)
Why are we here again?

Bianca Woods teases Scott
Vyclone
Multicamera Video Shooting!

Vyclone works best in landscape!

FREE
HYPERLAPSE

TIME LAPSE MADE EASY

FREE

Android alternative: Microsoft Hyperlapse Mobile
REPLAY

THIS APP IS ABSURDLY GOOD FOR QUICKLY PUTTING TOGETHER VIDEO/PHOTO MONTAGES

IT'LL ALSO USE THE DATA ABOUT YOUR PHOTOS TO ASSEMBLE MONTAGES FOR YOU

FREE + in-app purchases

Android alternative: Magisto
FLY

SUPER QUICK APP FOR EDITING UP TO FOUR VIDEOS TOGETHER

HAS A SIBLING APP CALLED CLIPS FOR MORE COMPLEX EDITING

FREE apple

Company was recently acquired by Google
IMOVIE: GREAT BASIC VIDEO EDITING

FREE

Android alternative: WeMovie
PHONE TRIPOD MOUNT
GEAR

MICROPHONE
INSTAGRAM

THE EDITING FEATURES IN INSTAGRAM ARE EASY TO USE (AND THE AMUSING FILTERS ARE SOMETHING YOU CAN ACTUALLY LEAVE OFF)

FREE  🍎  📱
MICROSOFT SELFIE

TERRIBLE NAME... BUT PRETTY HELPFUL FOR QUICKLY CLEANING UP PHOTOS OF PEOPLE

FREE Android alternative: Candy Camera for Selfie
CAMERA+
PERFECT FOR HELPING YOU TAKE AND EDIT YOUR PHOTOS

$3.99
Android alternative: Google Camera
SNAPSEED

You can take photos with this app, but its real strength is in its wide variety of editing options.

FREE  🍎  🍁
VIVV

AMAZING FOR INSTANTLY ISOLATING ONE OR MORE COLOURS IN A PHOTO

FREE

Android alternative: Color Touch Effects
COMICBOOK!

TAKE YOUR PHOTOS AND USE THIS APP TO MAKE THEM INTO COMIC PANELS

COMIC LIFE IS ANOTHER SIMILAR APP THAT ALSO DOES THIS WELL

$3.99  
Android alternative: Comic Strip It! Pro
TYPORAMA

WANT TO MAKE ONE OF THOSE TRENDY TEXT ON TOP OF IMAGE THINGS?

THIS IS YOUR APP

FREE + in-app purchases

Android alternative: PicLab or Quick

Android alternative:

PicLab or Quick
TANGENT

FOR TAKING A MORE ARTISTIC TURN WITH YOUR PHOTOS

FREE +in-app purchases

Android alternative:
Still looking for one :(  

Start Fresh  Use Style
SUPER FAST PHOTO COLLAGES
(TIES IN TO INSTAGRAM)

FREE
ASSEMBLY

MAKING ICONS AND GRAPHICS IS EASY WHEN YOU PUT THEM TOGETHER FROM PRE MADE SHAPES

FREE Apple
PAPER

A drawing app with the visual equivalent of Auto Tune

It's also surprisingly good for notes/lists now

FREE  Android alternative: Paperless
TAYASUI SKETCHES

A SIMPLE DRAWING APP THAT ALSO INCLUDES LAYERS

FREE +in-app purchases
FORGE
A DRAWING APP MADE WITH BRAINSTORMING IN MIND
FREE
ANCHOR makes recording a podcast as easy as making a phone call.

FREE
RECORDIUM

PERFECT FOR RECORDING AUDIO (AS WELL AS AUDIO NOTES)

FREE

Pro version is $9.99

Android alternative: Voice Recorder
GARAGE BAND

VOICEOVER AND INSTRUMENT RECORDING/EDITING

$6.99

Android alternative: Stagelight
BEATWAVE

PRETTY MUCH THE FISHER-PRICE "MY FIRST LOOP MAKER" OF THE AUDIO WORLD

FREE
FIGURE

FOR WHEN YOU'RE READY TO GRADUATE FROM BEATWAVE INTO SLIGHTLY MORE COMPLEX MUSIC LOOPS (BUT STILL WANT SOMETHING FOOLPROOF)

FREE  🍀
AUXY
CREATE YOUR OWN
FULL DIGITAL SONGS
FREE
iPhone version: $4.99
RANDOM
OTHER COOL STUFF
ADOBE COMP

GREAT FOR MOCKING UP LAYOUTS FOR APPS, WEBSITES, ELEARNING, INFOGRAPHICS, EBOOKS... PRETTY MUCH ANY KIND OF LAYOUT REALL Y

FREE
POP

NEED TO DO A PROTOTYPE OF YOUR ELEARNING, WEBSITE, OR APP?

USE HAND DRAWN PHOTOS (OR ADOBE COMP MOCK UPS) TO SHOW ALL THE PAGES & INTERACTIONS

FREE
IFONTMAKER

An easy way to create your own custom font and export it to use in other programs

$7.99

Also available on Windows
SNAPGUIDE

MAKE YOUR OWN STEP-BY-STEP GUIDES USING PHOTOS AND VIDEO

FREE
TIMELINE 3D

CREATE INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA TIMELINES

$13.99

Also available on Mac
POWERPOINT & KEYNOTE

USE YOUR MOBILE DEVICES TO MAKE DECKS... LIKE THIS ONE!

PPT: FREE
KN: FREE
I MADE THIS ENTIRE DECK (AND ALL THE DESIGN ASSETS IN IT) ON MY MOBILE DEVICES
KNOW A GREAT APP I DIDN'T MENTION?
HAVE A QUESTION?
SEND IT TO:

@EGEEKING

BiancaRWoods@gmail.com
WANT LINKS TO THE APPS? CHECK OUT THE RESOURCE PAGE

http://biancawoods.weebly.com/mobile-devices.html